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A child’s capacity for kindness is something that always makes me smile when I am out visiting the services. 
In my role, I am privileged to see children quietly playing together, sometimes not exchanging a single 
word, but being kind to each other through their body language and facial expressions. Sometimes it is 
more overt – the sharing of resources, taking turns, saying good morning to the teachers and educators, 
raising money for those in need, helping to pack up at the end of the day…...the examples are endless. Back 
in the office, I am inspired through acts of graciousness by the staff who work tirelessly to support our GE-
KA children and families. Kindness is such a simple concept, yet so very powerful.  
In 2014, the exert below appeared in the Huffington Post when a child was asked what parents and other 
adults can do every day to be kind to a child:  
 
1. Tell them that you love them. 
Do not assume that a child, or anyone else for that matter, knows that you love them. Actions may speak 
louder than words, but those three words are so important to say and to hear. So, say it often, and then, 
show them that you love them in big and small ways. 
 
2. Don’t get mad at them for silly stuff. 
Patience may not be a virtue, but for a parent or anyone who cares for a child, it is crucial. Too often, we 
expect children to be more mature and advanced than they are and then get frustrated with them for not 
performing skills or thinking at a much higher level than is age appropriate. Sometimes, we allow a child’s 
simple mistake to be the trigger for a flood of angry words and/or gestures, because we think that it will 
not impact child, but it can. Children are resilient, but they are not immune to harsh words and actions of 
adults. Choose your battles wisely, and when you engage in a battle, be careful what words and actions you 
employ as weapons. Children are not here to make our lives or jobs easier; they are here to learn and 
grow. Making mistakes is part of that learning process. So, losing your temper says more about you than it 
does about them. Remember that. 
 
3. Don’t put pressure on them. 
We all want to see a child thrive and succeed, but at what cost? Sometimes, a child performs up to the best 
of their abilities, yet it still is not enough to make the team, gain entrance into a coveted school, win a con-
test, etc. Other times, what you want for them is not what they want for themselves. Learn the difference 
between encouraging and pressuring, and work on being as objective and honest as you possibly can about 
your child’s capabilities, talents, and interests. Pressure may motivate some people, but it also may make a 
child crumble under the weight of it. 

GEKA Vision: To be the leading provider of innovative, professional, inclusive 

Early Years Education that fosters a lifelong love of learning. 

Level 1,  2 North Drive 
Bentleigh East 

P: 03 9570 5866 
F: 03 9528 6854 

E: info@geka.org.au 
W: geka.org.au 

Term Three Key Dates 
 

Term three starts:   
Monday 16 July     

 
Term three ends:  

Friday 21 September  

Connect with us: 

All GEKA Kindergartens use 

the communication app Flexi-

Buzz to share information with 

families.  

Download the FlexiBuzz app 

now to receive up to date 

information on current events 

across all of our services. 

http://www.flexibuzz.com.au/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/glen-eira-kindergarten-association/
https://www.facebook.com/GEKAInc/
https://twitter.com/GekaInc
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4. Let them know you’re there for them. 

Even when they feign disinterest in you or act like they don’t need you, children need to know that you are in their corner. Keep 

asking them questions. Invite them to chat with you or engage in an activity or project with you. Be a visible and positive pres-

ence in their life. 

5. Listen to them. 

Put your cell phone down. Unplug your earphones. Turn off the TV. Power down your laptop. Make eye contact when they speak 

to you. Be attentive and present. Active listening sadly has become a lost art in today’ technological world, but it is not too late to 

listen to children, starting right now. 

The wise words of a child never cease to amaze me. Enjoy the ripple effect kindness has on everyone around you as you rug up 

for the term break. 

In other news, from the beginning of term three, GEKA welcomes Centre Road kindergarten to our community. We are all very 

excited to be working with another local service, and engaging with the staff and families at the kindergarten. Special thanks 

goes to the committee of management at Centre Road for your professionalism, support and wisdom whilst we have been work-

ing together to make the transition across to GEKA possible. There have certainly been many acts of kindness from you all! 

 
 
MEDIA RELEASE  - JUNE 14, 2018 
 

Kids from five kindergartens in the Bentleigh electorate will benefit from new equipment, toys, learning kits and more to ensure 

they get the most out of their early years education – regardless of ability. 

Member for Bentleigh Nick Staikos MP has today announced that Glen Eira Kindergarten Association (GEKA) has been granted 

$48,000 for more equipment and resources to assist kids with learning difficulties and special needs at Bentleigh (Higgins Road), 

Bentleigh East (East Boundary Road), Brady Road, Glover Street and McKinnon kinders. 

The Inclusive Kindergartens Facilities Program provides up to $10,000 per kinder for one or more items that promote inclusive-

ness and diversity. 

 

In total, 219 kinders – from Mildura to Horsham, Shepparton and Gippsland – will share in more than $1.2 million worth of fund-

ing. These grants are the first to be provided through the new $6.4 million Inclusive Kindergartens Facilities Program – a Victori-

an-first initiative. 

The Labor Government has invested a record $123.6 million to build, expand and improve early years infrastructure across Victo-

ria to ensure local families can continue to access great local kindergartens. It builds on the Labor Government’s landmark 

$202.1 million Education State Early Childhood Reform Plan, which recognises the importance of giving families support in early 

childhood so kids are ready for kinder, ready for school and ready for life. 

In addition to the five kindergartens mentioned in the attached media release, GEKA was successful in receiving the grant across 

all of our nine services. This is fantastic news for the children and families at GEKA. 

EQUIPPING KINDERS IN BENTLEIGH FOR CHILDREN OF ALL ABILITIES 

http://www.nickstaikos.com.au/media-centre/media-releases
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  Community, Teamwork and Kindness:  

A HR Reflection 

It’s hard to believe I’ve been with GEKA for only 2.5 months, it feels longer and that’s 
only because I’ve felt like one of the GEKA family since Day 1.  I would like to share 
some personal reflections on community, teamwork and kindness that I have wit-
nessed in my short time with GEKA.   

Firstly, on arrival on my first day I was introduced to the office and staff, shown to my 
desk that was fully stocked with stationery, a working email and laptop, a vast array of 
organisational information, list of priority objectives and more.  This demonstrated that 
the team was ready for my arrival and incredibly welcoming.  From an HR perspective, 
one of the key success factors (and future indicators of a new employees length of ser-
vice) can be attributed to a well prepared, genuine and authentic on boarding experi-
ence.   

 From day one, I have been treated like and felt like family.  I wish to thank in particular 
the senior executive and GEKA head office team for their kindness, humour and uncon-
ditional acceptance of me in the HR role since 
Day 1. 

Secondly, I continue to be impressed with my interactions with all GEKA staff, team leaders 
and educators.  I’ve met many of you in different forums and often feel quite humbled by 
the genuine acceptance of me and the new HR role.   Oftentimes a new staff member can 
benefit from a completely objective position being new to an organisation.  For me I’ve 
seen many examples of the GEKA vision and values in action, including educators being: 

 passionate about the educational program in their GEKA service 

 concerned about the inclusion and diversity needs of a particular child and strongly 
advocating for their needs 

 seeking opportunities and attending professional development forums 

 reflective on where they can do better 

 willing to share ideas, feedback and collaborate with peers for the greater good of the 
GEKA community 

As well I see a genuine concern for the needs and experiences of GEKA families.  This is 
demonstrated in very tangible ways from the advocacy of GEKA staff for the information 
needs of GEKA families (via the newly launched website); enrolment needs of new families 
(2018 enrolment process); safety of children in our care (via regular and rigorous OH&S service audits) and more.  I’m not sug-
gesting for a minute that we are perfect at GEKA, far from it, but we have much to be proud of. 

Finally, one of the highlights of my first 2 months was the visit last week from GEKA Bentleigh East who visited GEKA Head Office 
to celebrate Purple Day.  It was beautiful to welcome and host 30+ small people at our offices and have a very physical reminder 
of why we work at GEKA.  I was very grateful to the children and educators who took the time to bake cupcakes and raise money 
for a very worthy cause.  Thank you to the educators who made this happen. 

I look forward to my continuing journey with GEKA and to meeting more of you in the weeks/months to come.  If you are in the 
GEKA office, please make sure you come and say HI. 

Deirdre (Dee)  PS Fun fact: You can’t spell HERO without HR :) 

Did you know? 

Deirdre just became an Australian 

Citizen.  Congratulations Deirdre! 

Did you know? 

Deirdre and her family also foster 

children that need a safe place to 

call home. 
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New GEKA Website:  geka.org.au 

At this year’s AGM the GEKA team were very excited to launch the new GEKA website. Many families and visitors would be aware of 
the limitations of our previous site which had a basic layout, was text and information heavy and wasn’t designed for mobiles and tab-
lets. Our new look GEKA website has been redesigned with features to make it more visually appealing, user friendly and allow families, 
staff and visitors to easily find information. The new GEKA website has a page for each kindergarten including the addition of Centre 
Road Kindergarten which contains information on sessions times, fees, location maps and phone numbers. Families and visitors now 
have the ability to book tours directly with the kindergarten via a dedicated tour bookings page. Current and up to date information is 
displayed across the site, with links to key documents such as enrolment applications, government policies and immunisation. Our site 
remains a work in progress and we encourage you all to have a look as we aim to keep it up to date with the latest news, events and 
information from across our services. We welcome feedback at all times via our contact page and look forward to sharing our new site 
with you. 

Caring for stick insects:  GEKA Caulfield South Kindergarten 

Our stick insects are one of the highlights of our kindergarten in the eyes of the 
children.   Many of the children have shown great interest in feeding the insects 
and cleaning the glass enclosure.  They also like to touch and hold the insects.  
There is a general interest in other small insects and mini beasts especially in our 
vegetable patch.  The children demonstrate great enthusiasm finding caterpillars 
and placing them in their special containers to observe and care for them. Worms 
can also be found in our garden, slaters under rocks, and wood and several other 
mini beasts. 

This term we have been fortunate to have a student from Deakin University join 
our community.   

She has extended the interest in mini beasts, engaging several small groups of children by encouraging them to look at the differences 
in the creatures found in our garden.   

Questions were asked. How many legs do spiders have?  How many do beetles? What colour, what shape?  What do they eat? Where 
do they live? The children were interactive around the table verbally and physically adding to the project. Each child was respected and 
encouraged for their contributions and their ideas.   

The children were engaged, very responsive demonstrating enquiring minds, expressing ideas and suggestions. 

Finally each child was asked if they would like to make their own mini beast.    The sense of achievement and confidence at attempting, 
completing and working cooperatively with their peers was a very positive experience.   

It is lovely to see how competent the next generation of young teachers are. They are inspiring our kindergartens and we can feel confi-
dent that children are in good hands for the years to come. 

As noted in the Code of Ethics – Students should be afforded professional opportunities and resources to demonstrate their competen-
cies. Euna has been acknowledged for her personal strengths, her diversity and experience which she brought to our kindergarten. 

"As a parent whose child had never gone to Kinder or childcare, I continue to be overwhelmed by the 
level of genuine kindness, support and encouragement my son and I receive at GEKA Caulfield South 
Kindergarten, and have done, since Day One. The Kinder facility is welcoming, simple, and open – but 
what truly fills it is a constant vibe of warmth and positivity, fuelled by a staff that sincerely cares, em-
pathises and bends over backwards to ensure my child thrives. This purely ‘human’ kindness has had a 
tremendous impact on my son, who always leaves smiling, excited, and craving a ‘goodbye’ cuddle 
from Lorraine (his head teacher)." 
  
Beth Greshwalk - parent 
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Purple Day Fundraiser!  GEKA Bentleigh East Kindergarten 

A huge act of Kindness. 

The Oxford dictionary’s definition of Kindness is ‘the quality of being friendly, generous, and con-

siderate’. 

These past few weeks we have certainly experienced generosity, kindness, thoughtfulness and 

caring, across the whole GEKA community. 

GEKA staff and families celebrated and participated in ‘A Purple day in May’.  This special day 

was to raise money in honour of a young woman, Jane Barnes, and for the Maddie Riewoldt 

Vision (MRV). The MRV is a foundation set up to help find a cure for bone marrow failure and 

related illnesses, and to support people and their families living with this condition. 

Jane was a past student of the GEKA Bentleigh East Kindergarten when she herself was a child.  

Although, most people within the GEKA community was unaware of Jane and her struggle with 

Leukaemia, they still came together to support this event by organising a fundraiser and raising 

funds to be donated towards MRV.     

All that can be said, is a huge heartfelt thank you for your kindness and generosity.  We raised $856.90 

A little bit about Jane…. 

Jane was diagnosed with Leukaemia in March 2016.  In June 2016, Jane had a bone marrow 

transplant.  Unfortunately, after a few months, the transplant failed.   After further treatment 

and trials of new drugs, Jane lost her courageous battle on 8th April this year.  Jane was 27 years 

old. 

Jane had a wonderful zest for life and people, and was very connected to and contributed to her 

community.   Amongst her passions were St Kilda Football club.  This led her to become involved 

with MRV.  Even through her own illness, Jane inspired many people to act and raise money for 

MRV, or to donate blood and platelets Red Cross Blood bank. 

Helping others:  GEKA Murrumbeena 

Kindergarten 

GEKA Murrumbeena Kindergarten recently 

supported “Maddie Riewoldt’s Vision” (a 

charitable organisation focusing on Bone 

Marrow Failure Syndromes in young adults 

and adolescents).  Children and families were 

encouraged to dress with a touch of purple and donate a gold coin for this fundraiser.  This 

gesture of kindness was appreciated by all and we thank those for contributing. 
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Ongoing Support for Charity:   

GEKA Glover Street Kindergarten 

At GEKA Glover Street Kindergarten we are committed to supporting children to develop empathy, 

kindness and the ability to make a real difference in their world.  We would like to share with you just 3 

examples of how we teach children about kindness, compassion and helping others  

Wheelchair Project - We have ongoing discussions with children about how we can support people who 

need to purchase a wheel chair when they can’t afford one. The children are passionate about sup-

porting them and have planned to sell a range of things, for example biscuits they have made, for a ‘pay 

as you feel’ donation. For every $50 raised one wheelchair is built and donated to someone in need. 

The whole process continues to be a fantastic learning experience for the children, with a discussion about all the different ways people 

get around and what makes us similar and different and how those differences should be celebrated. 

Our ‘sister’ kindergarten in the Philippines (via Kadasig Aid and Development Inc) – Over the past 3 years our families in consultation with 

their children, have donated kindergarten resources through a Balikbayan Box (gift box), such as stationary, art materials and even 

toothbrushes and soap for children that attend Phase IV Daycare to support their learning and wellbeing. This term the children in one 

group decided to have a birthday party for one of the educators and suggested their families could make a donation to the daycare in-

stead of presents.  We raised an overwhelming $340 that will go directly to making beautiful wooden tables and shelving, replacing the 

existing broken down plastic furniture they currently use.  This relationship continues to support the children at GEKA GSK to under-

stand that they can make a difference in the world as an active global citizens and help others.  

Sign language (Auslan) - we have been implementing sign language among all groups. The children are learning the names of colours, 

simple greetings, songs and some self-expression words such as happy, sad, kind, proud, safe and thank you. Sign language develops 

confidence and self-esteem, strengthens memory and recall of words, develops fine and gross motor skills and helps to develop focused 

learning.  One educator shared that she saw one family while stopped at the lights in her car and the children (one past and one pre-

sent) communicated with her in sign language! i believe that teaching about respecting diversity and different abilities, with an overrid-

ing focus on kindness, is significantly important as part of our philosophy at GEKA Glover Street Kindergarten, supporting the children to 

learn about their community, develop empathy and strive to make a difference in the world. We also thank our wonderful families for 

their ongoing support and commitment to these projects. 

Instant Connection:  GEKA Centre Road Kindergarten 

“When we made the decision to move to an Early Years Manager, GEKA was a logical 

choice, not just because of the professional services and resources they could offer 

our families and staff, but also the local knowledge and relationships they have estab-

lished within our wider community. The advice and support they have given the Cen-

tre Road team over our transition has been invaluable. GEKA has been so welcoming, 

answering all our questions, offering help and working with us straight away to make 

this whole process as smooth as possible. We are looking forward to this next chapter 

at Centre Road Kindergarten, and all the great things we will be able to achieve to-

gether.” 

Karen Dragatsikas – Secretary, PAG (formerly, Committee of Management) 
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‘St Kilda Mums’ Charity:  GEKA Orrong Road Kindergarten 
Last year GEKA Orrong Road established a connection with St Kilda Mums, an organisation that 

collects items for children and mothers from disadvantaged backgrounds and at risk families. 

This developed through a desire to teach the children about others in our community and em-

power them to make a difference through empathy and understanding. 

This year, as a service, we have become a collection point for our local kinder community with 
the children sorting out the donations before they are delivered to the St Kilda Mums ware-
house. This evolved from a conversation between a parent and Debbie, teacher of the Blue 

group, discussing that Debbie volunteers at St Kilda Mums on Saturdays with her daughter. A few days later, the child came to Kinder with a 
bag of clothes and toys for Debbie to take with her next time. 

This was a great teaching opportunity for the group so during the children’s meeting, the items brought in were shown to the children. The 
child explained that the clothes are too small and she doesn't play with the toys anymore. She told the others that she wanted to give them 
to other children who might not have many toys or "beautiful clothes". The child showed a pair of bathers from the bag and said: "What if 
you lived by the beach but you didn't have bathers so you couldn't go to the beach. How would you feel?" It opened up a beautiful discussion 
about empathy for others and was another way for us to discuss gratitude for what we have. 

The next session two families brought in a bag of shoes. The conversation that ensued really demonstrated the children’s deepening under-
standing of others. We discussed how pleased others would feel to receive a beautiful bag of clothes or toys but what was interesting were 
the comments that followed.  

“We don’t need the clothes anymore so the children will be so happy to buy them.” This led to the clarification that these are gifts, not re-
quiring payment. This seemed to make quite an impact on the children – that they were actually giving gifts to others.  

This was a true testament to the power of peer learning and it spread throughout the service. Because of the overwhelming response, a bas-
ket was placed outside the front room as a collection point for people to contribute and the items are delivered on a fortnightly basis. 

Teaching life skills:  GEKA Brady Road Kindergarten 

The ways in which we support others and on how you teach children about being kind, re-

spectful and a part of the community. 

At the start of Term 2, the story titled ‘Have you filled a bucket today?’ was shared with the 

children across GEKA Brady Road Kindergarten. Ever since then, and during sessions, conversa-

tions made among children and educators, on ‘how buckets were filled and dipped’ were 

heard frequently. The children reflected on their words used, actions and decisions made re-

spectively, during mat times too.  

Self-identity has been an ongoing learning and discovering area for the children and a couple 

of weeks ago, we explored our bodies and features, and how everyone looks and feels differ-

ently from one another. The children then went on drawing and painting a full sized body portrait of them-

selves, which was a lot of fun. As an extension to the ongoing discussions, the group has been sharing about 

being KIND and RESPECTFUL (Bucket Filler), some of the children added a drawing (displaying how kindness 

can be shown/ shared) onto their portraits, and how those actions make them feel.  

A child suggested to have it drawn on a heart, as she mentioned that “kindness comes from the heart”.  The 

beautiful paintings are currently on display at kinder as a medium to spread kindness and love to the kinder 

community! 
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Champions of kindness:  GEKA McKinnon Kindergarten 

Here at GEKA McKinnon, Kindness is an inbuilt part of the service. We spend our days telling children to be kind to each other, but what 

do we really mean by this?  As adults I hope that when the children look to us they see us treating each other in the work place with 

kindness and gratitude. It is almost essential that we are doing this as children notice every little detail in our interactions. The team are 

very good at supporting each other in all kinds of ways, from offering advice in tricky situations, supporting each other’s intentions with-

in the program, helping out with technology, listening with full attention and finding ways to make each other feel better when things 

are a bit glum.  

Just today, I have been offered some kind words and support in the way of a coffee, as yet another computer glitch meets me. It is the 

simple ability to be able to communicate what you can do to help, which can be enough in itself to lighten the tension we can all some-

times feel.  

One of our leading kindness champions, is respected educator,         

Lorraine Dennistion. Lorraine is the brains trust behind the ASRC food 

collection that we have monthly and she is passionate about sup-

porting this worthy cause. In offering this at the service we have all 

spoken with our groups about why we do this so that they may too 

gain an understanding of the importance of giving and having a kind 

heart. This has led to many discussions of how we can help others, how 

a simple gesture to invite others to play can be kind, noticing others 

differences and moving with those differences.  

We have also opened our doors to the community by inviting and continuing a relationship with McKinnon Secondary College.   All edu-

cators have agreed to support the Duke Of Edinburgh students that come past daily, to be able to gain their community hours by bring-

ing them into the program at the end of the day. This is an opportunity for our children to see kindness in action as it is the student’s 

choice to contribute to the greater community and they do it very well. 

We have also established a relationship with 

Claremont Terrace where we regularly throughout the 

year go to visit them, and now we have extended an 

invitation for them to come and visit at the kindergar-

ten where we shall welcome them with open arms. 

As we move through the year and our team get to 

know each other better as many were new to GEKA 

McKinnon Kindergarten this year, it is a pleasure to 

work with such considerate, fun and inspiring people 

and I hop e that we can continue to be mindful of how 

we engage with each other for the rest of the year 

even when glitches happen. 

By, Melissa Crowley. 
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Connecting with others:  GEKA Carnegie Kindergarten 

How do we show kindness within the kindergarten and community? 
 
Kindness? What does it mean, and how do we show it? There are many ways to show kind-
ness within the kindergartens, and community. Kindness isn’t just something nice that you do 
or say, it’s so much more than that.   It’s a way of connecting with others, building on a per-
son’s strength, it’s about role modelling to children how being kind can bring joy to another 
person.   
 
We often see children being kind to others throughout the day.  Recently, when the children 
from Blue group were on a walk to the local supermarket, the children stopped to move aside 
so an older gentleman could pass them.  As the gentleman passed, the children said hello to 
him, and he said hello to them.   The gentleman kept walking on with a smile on his face.  
 
This is kindness in its most natural and authentic form. 
I wondered to myself later, what the older gentleman thought about the behaviour of the children.  Did he recognise it as an act of 
respect and kindness?  Did it change his image of young children?  It also helped me to realise that the children are understanding 
what it means to connect with others and to show kindness.  What great capabilities the children have demonstrated. 

The Rules of Life:  GEKA Bentleigh Kindergarten 

At the beginning of the year we explained to the children that we have 3 rules in our group : 

- Be kind to yourself 

- Be kind to others  

- Be kind to our kinder  

We talked with the group about what these rules mean and brainstormed some ideas of 

what they look like in practice. However, as we approach the middle of the year we have 

noticed that there has been a shift away from this and we wanted to refocus the group on 

the concept of kindness. We asked the children to consider 4 questions: 

What does being kind mean? 

Why is it important to be kind? 

What is a kind thing you can do for someone? 

How does it make you feel when you are kind to someone? 

The children were very thoughtful in our group discussions and came up 

with lots of ideas which we recorded in the reflection book. Next we in-

troduced a “kindness tree” to celebrate small acts of kindness. This works 

by children (and teachers) reporting when they have experienced kind-

ness and describing how it made them feel. These thoughts are recorded on leaves and hung from the tree. The intention behind this is 

to ensure that the kindness tree does not simply reflect what the teachers see and hear and supports the children to reflect on how 

kindness impacts the way they feel. As the tree fills with leaves we hope to keep kindness in the children’s consciousness both at kinder 

and beyond. (VEYLDF p.10 – demonstrating that we have high expectations for every child by providing opportunities and challenges that 

afford children the space, time, voice, audience and capacity to make a difference in their environment). 
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GEKA Holiday Care Program:  Term 2 Reflection 
The term two GEKA Holiday Care Program was fantastic!  Thank you to everyone 

who took up the opportunity for their children to be involved.  The program oper-

ated for ten days (2-13 July) at GEKA McKinnon Kindergarten. We had an average 

of 12 children in attendance per day – many were children who attended in term 

one, which was terrific to see!   

This term, families were able to book online, via the GEKA website, which made 

the process quick and easy.    

Families have provided positive feedback around their satisfaction of the pro-

gram, in particular, the quality of educators, the warm environment, and the vari-

ety of experiences for children. Families also commented on how cost effective 

the program was in comparison to a full day of care.  

Thank you to Alison McKeon, Amy Rodgers, Rochelle Ancora, Saraswathi Sompa 

and Jenny Hu, our qualified and enthusiastic educators, who delivered the educa-

tional program.  Children had FUN learning through play, which  included, visual 

arts, music and movement, environmental education, PlayBall, cooking experienc-

es, manipulative play and sensory play.    

Congratulations!  A new Baby! 

CONGRATULATIONS to educator from GEKA Bentleigh East Kindergarten, Vinnie and 

her family, on the birth of their second son, Kaemanveer, in May.  We wish them all 

the best as they settle into life as a family of four. 

“Don't prepare the path for the child, 

prepare the child for the path.” 

Anonymous 


